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LFI Group Pty Ltd (ABN 31 138 903 581)(AFSL 413613) (LFI) is the insurer for LFI Loan Protection Insurance and LFI Vehicle Equity Insurance. 

Cover option 1 Cover option 2 Cover option 3

Replacement benefit $5,000 $4,000 $3,000

Maximum shortfall benefit $20,000 $15,000 $7,500

Maximum we will ever pay $30,000 $23,000 $13,500

Replacement Benefit
We will also pay you a lump sum Replacement Benefit to help meet expenses associated with the replacement 
of your vehicle. We will not require proof of these expenses which can include:

• Registration fees for new vehicle  purchase
• Stamp duty and dealer delivery fee on new car
• New comprehensive vehicle insurance premium
• Excess charged on your comprehensive insurance claim

Shortfall Benefit
If your vehicle is a total loss and you receive a comprehensive insurance payout that is less than the amount 
owing on your loan, we will pay your Shortfall Benefit. This will also cover any loan discharge fees, and early 
termination fees to ensure you’re not out of pocket.

Here’s how it works:

VEI helps cover any gap 
between the loan amount 

and the insured vehicle value

You borrow money to  
buy a new car

Loan Amount Accident Insured Value Shortfall
Your car is declared 

a total loss
Comprehensive insurance 
pays out the insured value 

of your vehicle

Benefits
LFI Vehicle Equity Insurance (VEI) is designed to help you pay off your loan and meet other costs associated with 
a total loss (write-off) of your vehicle.

We will only offer cover at a level or levels that we determine, based on your loan and your vehicle.

This page provides a summary of the key terms only. Any advice is general in nature and does not take your personal circumstances into 
consideration. For more details on terms and conditions (including information about exclusions and limits) please refer to our Product 
Disclosure Statement available at www.lfi.com.au/VEI-PDS or from our Authorised Representative. Our Target Market Determination is 
available at www.lfi.com.au/target-market-determinations or by telephoning us.
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